In this note we shall outline a proof of the following result (details will appear elsewhere).
The lemma follows essentially from the fact that there are uncountably
We shall recall the following THEOREM (ROSENTHAL [7] ). There exists a surjection \p G Z,(/°°, / 2 (#)), w/oere card B = 2 cardN ara? / 2 (£) is the Hubert space on B.
We shall also recall the fact that if </ >' G L(F, f°), where F C G is a subspace of a Banach space G, </ >' can be extended to </ ?" G L(G, /°°) such that ||<p"|l = W\\ 9 by the Hahn-Banach theorem.
From this fact, the theorem of Rosenthal, and Lemmas 1 and 2, it is possible to prove LEMMA To prove the theorem we suppose that E does not have property A. Then the sequence (X n ) in Lemma 3 may be taken to be decreasing; hence there exists, to every h G N, a number n k GN such that X n \X n +k < 1 + 1/fc But then / 100 -. 
